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I.

LUIITlNO CONDITION FOR OPERA1'10N

Snubbers (Shock Suppressors)
1.

During all modes of operation except cold shutdown and refuel, all safety related enubbers
listed in Table 3.6.la and J.6.lb ~hall be operable except as noted in Specification J.6.I.2
through 3.6.I.4.

2.

From and after the time a snubber is determined
to be inoperable, continued reactor operation ie
permissible only during the succeeding 72 hours
unless the snubber is ~oon~r made operable or
replaced.

3.

If the -requirements of 3.6.I.l and 3.6.1.2 cannot be met, an orderly shutdown shall be ini-

4 6
I.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMRNT

1.

Visual Inspection
An independent visual inspec~ion shall be performed on the safety related hydraulic and
mechanical enubbers contained in Tables 3.6.la
an'd 3.6. lb in ~ccordance with the below ache • • .
a.

All

b.

All mechanical snubber& shall be visually

tiated and the reactor shall be in cold shutdown
36 hours.

If a snubber is determined to be irioperable
while the reactor is in the cold ahutd'own or refuel mode, the snubber shall be made operable or
replaced prior to reactor startup.

5,

Snubbers may be added to safety related systems
without prior license(amendment to Tables
3.6.la and/or 3.6.lb provided that a revision
to Tables 3,6,la and/or 3.6.lb is included with
the next license amendment request.

'

The following surveillance requirements apply to all
safety related snubbers listed in Tables 3.6.la and
3.6.lb.

or refuel condition within
4.

1~.

Snubbers (Shock Suppressors)

hydraulic enubbers .whose seal material
has been demonstr~ted by ~perati~g experience, lab testing or analysis to be compatible with the operating environment
shall be visually inspected, Thie inspection shall include, but not necessarily be
limited to, inspection of the hydraulic
fluid reservoir, fluid connections, and
linkage connection to the piping and anchor
~o verify snubber operability,

inspected. This inspection shall consist
of, but not necessarily be limited to, inspection of the snubber and attachments t~
the piping and anchor for indications of
damage or impaired operability.

No. of Snubbers Found
Inoperable During
Inspection Interval
0
1
2

3' 4
5' 6' 7
~8

Next Required
Inspection Interval
18 months + 25%
months + 25%
months + 25%

12
6
124
62

days
days
31 days

+ 25%
+ 25%
+ 25%

. 9lb
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

~·

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENT
The required inspection interval shall not be
lengthened more than one step at a time.
Snubbers may be categorized in two groups,
"accessible" or "inaccessible," based on their
accessibility for inspection during reactor operation. These two groups may be inspected inde~
pendently according to the above schedule.
2.

Functional Testing
a.

Once each refueling cycle, a representative
-~
sample of approximately 10% of the hydraulic
~
snubbers contained in Table 3.6.la shall be
functionally tested for operability, including
verification of proper piston movement, lockup and bleed. For each unit and subsequent
unit found inoperable, an additional 10% of
the hydraulic snubbers shall be tested until no
more failures are found or all units have been
tested.

b.

Once each refueling cycle, ·a representative
sample of approximately 10% of the mechanical
snubbers contained in Table 3.6.lb shall be
functionally tested for operability. The test
shall consist of two parts:
(i)

(ii)

i

Verification that the force that initiates ~
free movement of the snubber in either
tension or compression is less than the
specified maximum breakaway friction force.
Verify that the activation (restraining
action) is achieved within the specified
range of acceleration in both tension
and compression.

I

The above test cannot be performed until competitive marketable test fixtures are manufactured. Until such test fixtures are available, the furictional test for mechanical snubbers will be limited to only part (i).
9lc
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3.6

~;6

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATlON

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENT
For each unit and subsequent unit found inoperable, an additional 10% of the mechanical
snubbers shall be so tested until no more
failures are found or all units have been
tested.
c.

c ____:=J

In addition to the regular sample, snubbe~s
which failed the previous functional test
shall be retested during the next test period.
If a spare snubber has been installed in place
of a failed snubber, then both the failed
snubber (if it is repaired and installed in
another position) and the spare snubber shall
be retested. Test results of these snubbers
may not be included for the resampling.

3.

When a snubber is deemed inoperable, a review of
all pertinent facts shall be conducted to determine the snubber mode of failure and to decide
if an engineering evaluation should be performed
on the supported system or components. If said
evaluation is deemed necessary, it will determine
whether or not the snubber mode of failure has
imparted a significant effect or degradation on
the supported component or system.

4.

If any snubber selected for functional testing·
either fails to lock up or fails to move, i.e.,
frozen in place, the cause will be evaluated and,
if determined to be a generic deficiency, all
snubbers of the same design subject to the same
defect shall _be functionally tested.-

5.

Snubber service life monitoring shall be followed
by existing station record systems, including the
central filing system, maintenance files, safety
related work packages, and snubber inspection
reco.rds. The above record retention methods shal 1
be used to prevent the hydraulic snubbers from
exceeding a service life of 10 years and the
mechanical snubbers from exceeding a service life
of 40 years (lifetime of the plant).
~
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H.

Rec{rculation Pump Flow Mismatch
The LPCI loop selection logic has been described in
the DreGden Nuclear Power Station Unite 2 and 3
FSAR, Amendments 7 and 8. For some limited low
probability accidents with ~he recirculation loop
operating ~ith large speed differences, it is poe~
eible for the logic ~~ eelec~ the wro~g loop for:.
injection. For theue limited conditions, the core
spray itself is adequate to prevent fuel temperatures from exceedini.; allowable limits. However,
to limit the pro~ability even further, a procedural
linitation ha~ been placed'on the allo~able variation in speed between the recirculation pumps.
Th~ licenseers analyses indicate that above 60%
power the loop s~lect l~gic ~ould_not be expected

to function at a speed differential of 15%. Below
BO% po\Jer, the loop sele.ct logic would not be ex-pect~~ to function at a speed differential of 20~.
-~his specification provides'u margin of_Si. in pump
speed differential before a problem could arise.
if the reactor. is operating on one pump, the lodp
select logic trips that pump before making t~e
loop selection.
·
.
In addition, during the start-up of Dresden Unit 2,.
it \.'as found that a flow mismatc'h between the .two
sets of jet pumps caused by a difference in rec~rculation loops could set up a vibration until
a r.iisr.iatch in speed of 2n occurred. Th\ 10i. and
15~ speed mismatch restricti6~i provide additional
margin before a ~ump vibration problem will occur.
ECCS performance during reactor operation with one
. recirculation loop out of service has not been :.
analyzed •. Therefor-e, sustained reactor operation
uncer such conditions is not permitted.

I

I.

Snubbers (ShockSuppressors)
Snubbers are designed .to prevent unrestrained pipe
motion under dynamic loads as might occur during .

y

an earthquake or severe transient while allowing "
normal thermal motion during startup and shutdown.
The consequenc~ of an inop~rable snubber is an incre~se in the probability of structural damage to ~
piping as a result of a seismic ox: other event
.
iriitiating dynamic loads. It is therefore required
that all snubbers required to protect the primary
coolant system or any other safet.y· system or componen~ be operable during ~eactor· operatio~.
Because the .snubber protection is required only
during low probability events,·a period of 72
·.hour~ is allowed for re~airs oi .replacements.
In
case a· shutdown is retj.uired, the al lo.wance of 36
·hours to reach a cold shutdown condition will permit an.orderly shutdown ~onsistent \.lith st~ndard
operating procedures~ S1nte plant startup should
:,not conunence with knowingly defective safety related equipm~nt, Specification 3.6.I.4 prohibits
star~up with in~perable snubbers.

e

When a snuhber is found inoperable, a revie1..1 shall
be peiform~d to determine the snubber ~ode of
failure. ~esul~s of the review shall b~ used to
determine iJ an engineering evaluation of the safety'related system or component is necessary. The
engineering evaluation shall' deterwine whether or.
not the snubber mod~ of failure has imparted a significant effect or degradation on the support component
or system.
.

-

All safety: related hydraul.ic snubbers are visuall.A
inspected.for overall integrity and operability.~
The inspection will include verification of proper
orientation, adequate hydraulic fluid level and
proper •itachment of sn~bber to piping and structures.
.All safety.~elated mechanical snubbers are visually inspected for overall integrity and operability. The inspection will include verification
of ·proper orientation.and attachments to the piping
·and anchor for indications of damage or impaired
operability.
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The inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a
constant. level of snubber protection. Thus, the required inspection interval varies inversely with the
observed' snubber failures. The number of inoperable
snubbers found during a required inspection determines the time: interval for the next required in-·
spection. Inspections performed before that interval
has elap~ed ma§ be used as a new reference point to
determine the next inspection. However, the results
of.such early inspection~ performed before the
original iequire time inte~val has elapsed (nominal
time less 25%)'may not be used to lengthen the required inspection interval. Any inspection whose
. results require a shorter inspection interval will
override the previous schedule.
To further increase the a:ssuran·ce of snubber reliability~ functional tests will be performed once
each refueling cycle. A representative sample of
10~ of the safety~related snubbers will be functionally tested. Observed failures on these samples
will require testing of additional ~nits.
Hydraulic srtubbers arid mechanical snubbers may each
be treated as different entities for the above
surveillance programs.
Hydraulic snubber testing will in~lude stroking of
the snubbers to verify piston movement, lock-up,
and bleed. Functional testing of the mechanical
snubbers will consist of verification that the
force that initiates free movement of the snubber
in either tension or ~ompression is less than the
ma~imum bteakaway friction force.
The remaining
portion of the functional test consisting of verificatioh that the activation (restraining action)
is achieved within the specified range of acceleration in both tension and compression will not be .
done. This is due to the lack of competitive
marketable test fixtures available for station use.
Therefore, until such time as test fixtures become
available, only part (i) of the ·test will be performed; part (ii) will not be done.

When the cause of rejection of the snubber is
clearly established and_ r~~edied for that snubber
and for any other snubbers that may be generically
susceptible, and verified by inservice functional
testing, that snubber may be exempted from being
counted as inoperable. Generically susceptible
snubbers are those which are of a specific make or
model and have the same design features directly
related to rejection of the. snubber by visual inspection or are similarly located or exposed to
the same environmental coriditions such as temperature, radiation, and vibration.

·•

Monitoring of snubber service life shall consist
of the existing station record systems, including
the central filing system, maintenance files,
safety-related work packages, and snubber inspection
records. The record retention programs employed at
the station shall allow station personnel to maintain snubber integrity. The service life for
hydraulic snubbers is 10 years. The hydraulic
snubbers existing locations do not impose undue
safety implications on the piping and components because they ~re not exposed to excesses in environmental conditions. The service life for mechanical
snubbers is 40 years, lifetime of -the plant. The
mechanical snubbers are installed in areas of harsh
environmental conditions because of their dependability over hydraulic snubbers in these areas. All
snubber installations have been thoroughly engineered
providing the necessary safety requirements. Evalua-e
tions of all snubber locations and environmental
.
conditions justify the above conservative snubber
service lives.
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TABLE 3.6.lb (Continued)
SAFETY RELATED MECHANICAL SNUBBERS
,

SNUBBER IN HIGH
RADIATION AREA
DURING SilUTDOWN

·SNUBBERS
INACCESSIBLE
DURING NORMAL
OPERATION

'
I

SNUBBER
NO.

'

ELEVATION

LOCATION

AZIMUTH

37

Drywell Recirc. Line 201A-28"

518'

0
90

x

x

38

Drywell :Shutdown Cooling Line lOOlA,;..16"

523'

00

x

x

39

Drywell Rx Water Cleanup Line 1201-8"

533'

. 0
316

x

x

40

Drywell Rx Water Cleanup Line 1201...:8 11

533'

301°

x

x

41

Drywell Main Steam Line 30018-20"

534'

28°

x

x

42

Drywell Main Steam Line 3001A-20"

536'

14°

x

x

43

Drywell Main Steam Line 30010-20"

536'

346°

x

x

44

Drywell Main Steam Line 3001C-20"

536'

332°

x

45

Drywell Main Steam Line 3001Bc-.20"

545'

1os0

x

x

46

Drywell Main Steam Line 3001B-20"

543'

105°

x

x

47

Drywe11 Main Steam Line 3001A-20"

542'

73°

x

x

48

Drywell Main ·steam Line 3001A-20"

543'6"

.. 73°

x

x

49

Drywell Main Steam Line 3001A-20"

539'

20°

x

x

so

· Drywell Main Steam Line 3001C-20"

543'6"

195°

x

x

51

Drywell Main Steam Line 3001C-20"

542'

195°

x

x

52

. Drywell Main Steam Line 30010-20"

543'

343°

x

x

544'

341°

x

x

'

.,
I

'

53

Drvwell

Main St<>.<im T.ina

'HlOlD-70 11

'tfodif ications to this table due to changes in high radiation should
bmendment request.

be

.

-

SNUBBERS
ACCESSIBLE
DURING NORMAL
OPERATION

e

·X

-

'

submitted to the NRC es part of the next license
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I.

LUIITlNG CONDITION FOR OPERA'l'ION
Snubbers (Shock Suppresaors)
1.

2.

· 3.

4 6

I.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMBNT
Snubbers (Shock Suppressors)

During all modes of operation except cold shutdown and refuel, all safety related snubber&
listed in Table 3.6.la and 3.6.lb shall be operable except as noted in Specification 3.6.I.2
through J. 6. I.4.

The following surveillance requirements apply to all
safety.related snubber& listed in Tables J.6.la and
J.6.lb.

From and after the time a snubber is determined
to be inoperable, continued reactor oper~tion is
permissible only during the succeeding 72 hours
unless th~ snubber is sooner made operable ~r
replaced.

An independent visual inspec~ion shall be performed on the safety related hydraulic and
mechanical snubber& contained in Tables 3.6.la
and 3.6.lb in ~ccordance with the below ached.

1.

Visual Inspection

a.

All hydraulic snubber& ~1ose seal material
has been demonstr~ted by riperating experience, lab testing or analysis to be compatible with the operating environment
ahall be visually inspected. This inspection shall include, but not necessarily be
limite~ to, inspection of the hydraulic
fluid reservoir, fluid connections, ~nd
linkage connection to the piping and anchor
~o verify snubber operability. ·

b.

All mechanical snubber& shall be visually
inspected. Thie inspection shall consist·
of, but not necessarily be limited to, inspection of the snubber and attachments t~
the piping and anchor for indications of ~
damage or impaired operability.

If the requirements of 3.6.I.l and 3.6.I.2 can-

not be met, an orderly shutdown shall be initiated and the reactor shall be in cold shutdown
or refuel condition within 36 hours.
4.

If a snubber is determined to be inoperable
while the reactor is in the cold shutd.own or refuel mode, the snubber shall be made operable.o~
replaced prior to reactor startup.

5.

Snubbers may be added to safety related systems
without prior license amend~ent to Tables
J.6.la and/or 3.6.lb provided that a revision
to Tables 3.6.la and/or 3.6.lb is included with
the next license amendment request.

No. of Snubbers Found
Inoperable During
Inspection Interval
0
1

7

3, 4
5, 6, 7
~8

Next Required
Inspection Interval

..-.. 25%
25%
6 months .. 25%
124 days
25%
-... 25%
62 days
-.. 25%
31 days
18 months
12 months

-

'' 9lb

I
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3.6

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION .

4.6

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENT
The required inspection interval shall not be
lengthened more than.one step at a time.
Snubbers may be categorized in two groups,
"accessible" or "inaccessible," based on their
accessibilit~ fcir inspection during reactor operation. These two groups may be inspected independently according to the above schedule.
2.

Functional Testing
a.

Orice each refueling cycle, ~representative
sample of approximately 10% .of the hydraulic
snubbers contained in Table 3.6.la shall be
functionally tested for operability, including
verification of proper piston movement, lockup and bleed. For each unit and subs~quent
unit found inoperable, an additional 10% of
the hydraulic snubbers shall be tested until no
more failures are found or all units have been
tested.

b.

Once each refueling cycle, a representative
sample of approximately 10% of the mechanical
snubbers contained in Table 3.6.lb shall be
functionally tested for operability. The test
shall consist of two parts:
(i)

(ii)

Verific~tion

that the force .that initiates
free movement of the snubber in either
tension or compression is less than the
specified maximum breakaway friction force.

Verify that the activation (restraining
action) is achieved within the specified
range of acceleration in both tension
and compressio!1·

The above test cannot be performed until competitive marketable test fixtures are manu- ·
factured. Until such test fixtures are, available, the functional test for mechanical snubbers will be limited to only part (i).

9lc
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3.6

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATlON

4. 6.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT

•

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~__,__~~~~~~~~~~

For each unit and subsequent unit found inoperable, an additional 10% of the mechanical
snubbers shall be so tested until no more
failures are found or all units have been
tested.
c.

In additiori to the regular sample, snubbers
which failed the previous functional test
shall be retested during the next test period.
If a spare snqbber has been instailed in place
of a faiied snubber, then both the failed
snubber (if it is repaired and installed in
another position) and the spare snubb~r shall
be retested. Test results of thes~ snubbers
may not be included for the resampling.

3.

When a snubber is deemed inoperable; a review of
all pertinent facts shall be conducted to determine the snubber mode of failure and to decide
if an engin~ering evaluation should be perfor~ed
on the supported system or component~. If said
evaluation is deemed necessary, it will determine
whether or not the snubber mode of failure has
imparted a significant effect or degradation on
the supported component or system.

4.

If any snubber selected fo~ functional testing
either fails to lock up or fails to move, i.e.,
frozen in place, the cause will be evaluated and,
'if determined to be .a ~eneri~ deficiency, all
snubbers of the same design subject to the same
defect shall be functionally tested.

5.

Snubber service life monitoring shall be followed
by existing station record systems, including the
central filing system, maintenance files, safety
related work packages, and snubber inspection
records. The above record retention methods shall
be used to prevent the hydraulic snubbers from
exceeding a service life of 10 years and the
mechanical snubbers from exceeding a' service life
of 40 years (lifetime of the plant).
r--"9 le:-.;;;-1-
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H.

Recirculation Pump Flow Mismatch
The LPCI loop selection i~gic ~as been described in
the Dtesden Nuclear Power Station Unite 2 and 3
FSAR, Amendments 7 and 8. For some limited low
·probability accidents with the recirc~lation loop
operating with large speed differences, it is possible for the logic to select the wrong loop for
injection. For these limited ~onditions, the core
spray itstlf is adequate to prevent fuel temperi- ·
tures from exceeding allowable limits. However,
·to limit the probability even further; a procedural
liuitation has been placed on the allowable variation ~in speed between the recirculation pu~ps.
.1he licensee's analyses indicate that above 80%
power the loop select lo~ic could not be expected
to function at a speed differential of lSZ. Below
eo: power. ~he loop select logic wo~ld not be expected to function at a speed differential of 20%.
Thi~ specification provides·~ margin of SZ in pump
speed differential before a problem could arise.
If the reactor is operating on one pump, the loop
select logic trips that pump before making the·
loop selection.
In ~dditio~, during·the start-up of Dresden Unit 2,
it ~as found that a flow mismatch between the two

sets -0f jet pump~ caused bi a difference in reiirculation loops could set up a vibration until
a ~isrnatch in speed of 27~ occurred. The 10% and
15% spe~d mismatch restrictions provide additional
margin before a pump vibration pr6blem will occur •.
ECCS perfor~ance·during reactor oper~tion wfth one
recirculation loop.out of service has not been- - .
analyzed. The~efore, su~tained reactor operation
un~er such conditions is no~ permitted.·

1· ·I.

Snubbers (Shock Suppressors)
Snubbers are designed to prevent unrestrained pipe.
motion under dynamic loads as· might occur during·--

an earthquake or severe transient while allowing ' ·
normal thermal motion during startup and shutdown .•
The consequence of an inoperable snubber is an increase in the probability of structural damage to
piping as a result of a seismic or: other event
· initiating ·dynamic loads. It is therefore required'1..,.
that all snubbers required to protect the primary
coolant system or any other safety system or component be operable during reactor operation.
Because the snubber protection is required only
during low probability e~ents, a period of 72
houts is allowed for. repairs or repl~cements. In
. case a shutdown is required, the allowance of 36
hours to reach a cold shutdown conditiori will permit an.orderly shutdown ~on.sistent \./ith standard
operating proct':dures. Stnce plant startup should
not co~~ence with knowingly defective safety related equipment, Specification 3.6;r.4 prohibits
startup with inoperable snubbers.

e

.~1e~ ~

snubber is found inoperable, a review ~hall
be performed ~o determine the snubber mode of
failure. Results of the review shall be u~ed to
determine ii an engineering evaluation of the safetyrelated· system or component is necessary. The
.
engineering evaluation shall determine whether or .
·.-not ·the snubber mode of failure has i~parted a significant effect or degradation on the support compon~nt
or system.
~11

safety related hyd~aulic_snubbers are ~i~ualla1nspected for overall integrity and. operability, ~
The inzpcction will include verification of proper
ori~ntation, adequate hydraulic fluid level and
proper at~achment of snubber to piping and structures:
All s·a·fety related mechanical s~ubbers are visually inspe6ted for overall integrity and operability~
The inspection will include verification
of proper orientation and attachments to the piping
and ancho~ for indications of damage or impaired
operability.
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The inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a
constant level of snubber protection. Thus, the required irispection interval varies inversely with the
observed snubber failures. The number of inoperable
snubbers found during a required inspection determines the time interval for the next required inspect ion. Inspections performed before that interval
has elapsed may be used as a new reference point to
determine the next inspection. However, the results
of such early inspections performed before the
original require time interval has elapsed (nominal
time less 25%) may not be used to lengthen the required inspection interval. Any inspection whose
results require a shorter inspection interval will
override the previous schedule.
To further increase the assurance of snubber reliability, functional tests will be performed once
each refueling cycle. A representative sample of
10% of the safety-related snubbers will be functionally tested. Observed failures on these samples
will require testing of additional units.
Hydraulic snubbers and mechanical snubbers may each
be treated as different entities for the above
surveill~nce programs.
Hydraulic snubber testing will include stroking of
the snubbers to verify piston movement, lock-up,
and bleed. Functional testing of the mechanical
snubbers will consist of verification that the
force that initiates free movement of the snubber
in either tension or ~ompression is less than the
maximum breakaway friction force. The remaining
portion of the functional test consi~ting of verification that the activation (restraining action)
is achieved within the specified range of acceleration in both tension and compression will not be
done. This is due to the lack of competitive
marketable test fixtures available for station use.
Therefore, until\ such time as test fixtures become
available, only part (i) of the ·test will be performed; part (ii) will not be done.

When the cause of rejection of the snubber is
clearly established and remedied for that snubber
and for any other snubbers that may be generically
susceptible, and verified by inservice functional
testing, that snubber may be exempted from being
counted as inoperable. Generically susceptible
snubbers are those which are of a specific make or
model and have the same design features directly
related to rejection of the snubber by visual inspection or are similarly located or exposed to
the same environmental conditions such as temperature, radiation, and vibration.

,.

e

Monitoring of snubber se~vice life shall consist
of the existing station record systems. including
the central filing system, maintenance files,
safety-related work packages, and snubber inspection
records. The record retention programs employed at
the station shall allow station personnel to maintain snubber integrity. The service life for
hydraulic snubbers is 10 years. The hydraulic
snubbers existing locations do not impose undue
safety implications on the piping and components because they are not exposed to excesses in environmental conditions. Th~ service.life for mechanical
snubbers is 40 years, lifetime of the plant. The
mechanical snubb~rs are installed in areas of harsh
environmental conditions because of their dependability over hydraulic snubbers in these areas. All
snubber installations have been thoroughly engineered
providing the necessary safety requirements. Evalua-~
tions of all .snubber locations and environmental
~
~onditions justify the above conservative snubber
service lives.

'
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QUAD-CITIES
DPR-29
within 24 hours unless the loop
is sooner returned to service.
I.

Shock Suppressors (Snubbers)
l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I.

During all modes of operation
except Shutdown and Refuel, all
snubbers listed in Table 3.6-l
shall be operable except as
noted in 3.6.1.2 fol lowing~
From and after the time that a
snubber is determined to be inoperable, continued reactor
operation is permissible during
the succeeding 72 hours only if
the snubber is sooner made
operable.
If the requirements o'f 3.6. l. l
and _3.6.l .2 cannot be met, an
orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and the _reactor shall
be in a cold shutdown condition
within 36 hours.
If a snubber is determined to be
inoperable wh i 1e the reactor is
in the Shutdown or Ref 1,Je 1 mode-, .
the snubber shall be made
operabl~ prior to reactor startup.
Snubbers may be added to safety~
related systems without prior
license Amendme~t to Tabl.e 3.6-l
provided that a revision to Table
3.6-l is included with the next
license amendment request.

Shock Suppressors (Snubbers)
The followi~g surveillance
requirements apply to all
snubbers listed in Table 3.6-l.
Visual inspections shall be
performed in accordance with.
the following schedule uti1 izing the acceptance
criteria given by Specifi~a
t i on 4 . 6 . l . 2 .

1.

Number of Snubbers
Found Inoperable
During Inspection
or During lnspec~
tion Interval
0

Next
Required
Inspection
Interval

18 months·
+ 25%
12 months
~ 25%

2

6 months
+ 25%
124 days
+ 25%

5,6,7

62 days
~ 25%

> 8

31 days
~ 25%

The required inspection interval
shall not be lengthened more than
one step at a time.
Snubbers m~y be c~tegorized in two
groups, 'accessible' or 'inaccessible' based on their accessibility
for inspection during reactor
operation. These'two groups may be
inspected independently according
to the above schedule.
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Snubber service life monitoring
shall be followed by the snubber
surveillance inspection records
and maintenance history ricords.
The above record retention method
shall be used to prevent the snubbers
from exceeding a service life.
2.

Visual Inspections shall
verify:
a.

There are no visible
indications of damage·
or impaired operability, and

b.

Attachments to the
foundation or suppo~ting
structure are secure.

c.

For hydraulic snubbers,
the hydraulic fluid
reservoir and fluid
connections shall be
inspected for
operability.

3.

Once each refueling cycle a.
representative sample of 10%
of the total of each type of
snubber in use in the plant
shall be functionally tested
either in place or in a bench
.test. For e9ch snubber that
does not meet the functional
test criteria, an additional
10% of that type of snubber
shall be functionally tested.

4.

The hydraulic snubber shall
be functionally tested for
operability, incJuding
verification of proper
. p·i s.ton movement,. 1ockup, _::and ..:___ =·····

bleed.·

5.

The mechanical snubber
functional tests shall verify:
a.
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That the breakaway force
that initiates free movement of the snubber rod
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in either tension or
is less than
·the specified maximum force.
~ompression

b.- That the activation (restraining act ion) is achieved
within the specified range of
acceleration in both tension
and compression. This test
cannot be performed untiT
competitive marketable test
fixtures are manufactured
and on sit~. Until such test
fixtures·a~e avallable, the
functional test for mechanical
soubbers will be I imited to

4.6. 1.5.a.

6.

When a snubber is deemed inoperable,
a review shall be.conducted to
.determine the mode of failure and
to decide if an engineering
evaluation should be performed.
Lf the engineering evaluation is
deemed necessary, it will determine whether or not the snubber
mode of failure has imparted a
significant effect or degradation
on the supported component or
system.

7.

If any snubber selected for
functional testing either fails
to lockup or fails to move, i.e.,
frozen in place, the cause will
be evaluated and if determined to
·be generically deficient all
snubbers of the same design,
subject to the same defect shall be
functional.ly tested.

A.

In addition to the regular sampla,
snubbers which failed th~ ~revious
functional test shall- be retested
during the next test period. If.
a spare snubber h~s been installed
in place of a failed snubber, then
both ~he failed snubber (if it is
repaired and installed in another
position) and th~ spare snubber
shal I be retested. Test results
of these snubbers may not be included for the resampling
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SNUBBERS

All snubbers are required OPERABLE to ensure that the structural integrity
of the reactor toola~t system and all other safety-related systems is main-.
tained during and following a seismic or other ev~nt initiating dynamic loads.
Snubbers excluded from this inspection program ar~ those installed on nonsafety-related systems and then only if their failure or failure of the system
on which they are installed, would have no adverse effect on any safety.
related system.
.
·
The visual inspection freque~cy"·is based upon maintaining a constant level
of snubber protection to systems'. Therefore, the required inspection interval
varies inversely with the observed snubber-failures and is determined by the
number of inoperable snubbers found during ?n inspection.
Inspections performed before that interval has elapsed may be used as a new reference point
to determine the next inspection. However, the results of such ear.ly
.
inspections performed before the original required time interval has elapsed
(nominal time less 25%) may not be used to l~ngth~n the required inspection
interval. Any inspection whose results require a shorter inspection interval
will override the previous schedule.
Snubber service life monitoring will be followed by the e~xisting snubber.
surveillance inspection records and maintenance history records. ·The above
record retention method should be used to prevent the hydraulic snubber from
exceeding a service life of 10 years .and the m"echanical snubbers from exceeding
a service l.ife of 40 years.
When the cause of the rejection of a snubber is tlearl~ established and
remedied for that snubber and for any other snubbers that may be generically
·susceptible, ~nd verified by inservice funct.ional testing, that s~ubber may be
exempted from being counted as inoperable. Generically susceptible snubbers
are those which are of a sp~cific make or model and have the same de~ign
features directly related to rejection of the snubber by visual inspection,
or are similarly located or exposed to the same environmental conditions such
as temperature, radiation, and vibrati6n ..
To provide.assurance of snubber functional reliability, a representative
sample of the installed snubbers will be functionally tested during plant
shutdowns at refueling cycle intervals. Hydraulic snubber functional testing
0ill include stroking of the snubbers ~o verify piston movement, lockup and
bleed~
Functional testing of the mechanical snubber will consist of verification that the force that initiates free movement of the snubber in either
tension :or:compression -is. less than th~_ maximum breakaway frict~on force.
The remaining portions of the functional test consisting of verification that
the activation (restraining action) is achieved ~ithin the sp~cified range of
acceleration in both tension ahd compression will not be done. This is due to
the lack of competitive marketable test equipment available fbr Station use.
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When a snubber i~ found inoperable, a review shall be performed to
determine the snubber mode of failure.· Results of the review shall be used
to determine if an engineering evaluation of the safety-related system or
component is necessary. The engineering evaluation shall determine whether
or not the snubber mode of failure has imparted a significani effect or
degradation on the support comp6nent or system.
Observed failures of these sample snubbers shall require functional
testing of additional units.
Hydraulic snubbers and mechanical snubbers may. each be treated as a
different entity for the ab6ve surveillahce programs. ·
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within 24. hours unless the loop
is sooner returned to service.
I.

Shock Suppressors (Snubbers)
l.

2.

3.

I.

During all modes of operation
except Shutdown and Refuel, all
snubbers listed in Table 3.6-l
shall be operable except as
noted in 3.6. 1.2 fol lo.,,Jing.
From and after the time that a
snubber is determiried to be inoperable, continued reactor
operation is permissible during
the succeeding. 72 hours only if
the snubber is sooner made
operable.
If the requirements of 3.6.l.l
and 3.6. 1.2 cannot be met, an
orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and the _reactor shall
be in a cold shutdmm condition
within 36 hours.

Shock Suppressors (Snubbers)
The following surveillance
requirements apply to all
snubbers listed in Table 3.6-1.
Visual inspections shall be
performed in accordance with
the following schedule uti1 izing the acceptance
criteria given by Specificat i on 4. 6 . 1 . 2 •

1.

Number of Snubbers
Found Inoperable
During Inspection
or During Inspection Interval

Next
Required
Inspection
Interval
18 months

0

.:!:. 25%
12 months

4.

5.

If a snubber is determined to be
inope~~ble while the reactor is
in the Shutdm·m or Ref ue 1 rnode,
the snubber shall be made
operable p~!or to reactor startup.
Snubbers may be added to safetyrel ated systems without prior ·
license Amendment to Table 3.6-l
provided that a revision to Table
3.6-1 is included \~ith the next
license amendment request.

+

25~~

6 months.
+ 25%

2

3,4

124 days
+ 25%

5,6,7

62 days
+ 25%

8

31 days
+ 25%

>

The required irispection interval
shall not be lengthened more than
one step at a time.
Snubbers may be·c~teg6rized in t~o
groµps, 'accessible 1 or 'i nacces- _
sible' based 6n their accessibility
for inspection during reactor
operation. These two groups may be
inspected independently according
.to the above schedule.
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Snubber service life monitoring
shall be followed by the snubber
surveillance inspection records
and maintenance history records.
The above record retention method
shall be used to prevent the snubbers
from exceeding a service life.
2.

-~

Visual Inspections shall
·verify:
a.

There are no visible
indications of damage
or impai~ed operab i 1 i ty, and

b.

Attachments to the
foundation or supporting
structure are secure.

c.

For hydraulic snubbers,
the hydraulic fluid
reservoir and fluid
connections shall be
inspected for
operability.

3.

Once each refueling cycle-a
representative sample of 10%
of the total of each ty~e of
snubber in use in the plant
s~all be functionally tested
either in place or in a bench
test. For each snubber that
does not meet the functional
test criteria, an additional
10% of that type of snubber
shall be functionally tested.

4~

The hydraulic snubber shall
be functi6n~lly iested for
operability, including.
verification of proper
piston movement, lock~p. and
bleed.

5.

The mechanical snubber
functional tests shall verify

..

a.

3.6/4.6-6

That the breakaway force
that initiates free move~
ment of th~ ~nubber .rod

·

,.- ..
I
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in either tension or
compression is less than
the specified maximum force.
b.

That the activation (restraining action) is achieved
withi~ the specified range of
acceleration. in both ten.sion
and compression. This test
cannot be performed until
competitive marketable test
fixtures are manufactured
~nd on site.
Until such test
fixtures are available, the
function~] test for mechanical
snub.bers \vill be limited to

4.6. I. 5. a ..

6.

When a snubber is deemed inoperable,
a revie"" shall be conducted to
determine the .mode of failure and
to decide if an engineering
eva1uation s~ould be ~erformed.
If ·the engineering evaluation is
deemed necessary, 1t will determine whether or not the snubber
mode of failure has imparted a
significant effect or degradation
on the supported component or
system.

7.

If any snubber selected for
functional te~ting either fails
to lockup or fails to move, i.e.,
frozen in place, the cau5~ wi 11
be evaluated and if determined to
be generically deficient all
.snubbers of the same design,
subject to the sam~ defect shall be
functionally tested.·

8.

In addition to the regular sample,
snubbers which failed the previous
f unct i ona 1 test sha . J l be retested
du ring the next t es t p e r i o d . I f
a spare snubber has been installed
in place of a failed snubber, then
both the failed snubber (if it is
repaired and installed in another
position) and the spare snubber
sh~l 1 be retested.
Test results
of these snubbers may not be included for the ·~esampl ing
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I.

SMUBBERS

All snubbers are ~~quired OPERABLE to ensure that the structural integrity
of the reactor coolant syste~ and all other safety-related systems is maintciined during and following a· seismic or other event initiating dynamic loads.
Snubbers excluded,from this lnspection program are those ihstalled on nonsafety-related systems and then only if their failure or failure of the system
on which they are installed, would have no adverse effect on any safety-.
·
related sys tern.
The visual inspection frequency is based upon mai~taining a constant level
of snubber protection to s~items. Theref6re, the required inspection interval
varies inversely ·with the observed snubber failures and is determined by the
number of inoperable snubbers found during an inspection. Inspections performed before that interval ·has elapsed may be used as a new reference point
to determine the next inspection. However, the results of such early .
. inspections performed before the original required time interval has e)apsed
(nominal iime less 25%) may not be used to lengthen the required inspection
interval. Any insp~ction whose results. requi,re.a shorter inspection interval
will ~verride the previous schedule.
·
Snubber service life monitoring will be followed by the existing snubber
surveillance inspection records and maintenance history records. The above
record retention method should be used to prevent the hydraulic snubb~r from
exceeding a service l~fe -0f 1~ years and the mech~nical snubbers from exceeding
a service life of 40 years.
·
Vhen the cause of the rejection of a snubber is clearly established and
remedied for that snubber and for any other snubbers that rnay_be generically
susceptible, and verified by i.nservice functional te~ting, that snubber may be
exempted from being counted as inoperable. Generically susce~tible snubbers
are those which are of a specific ~ake br model and have the same design
features directly related to rejection of the ~nubber by visual inspection,
or are simil~rly located or exposed to the same environmental conditions such
as temperature, 'radiation, and vibration.
To provide assurance of snubber f~nctional reliability, .a representative
sample of the install~d snubbers will be function~lly tested during plant
shutdowns at refueling cycle intervals. Hydra~] ic snubber functional testing
will include str6king of the snubbers to verify piston movement, lockup and
bleed. Functional tes~ing of the mechanical snubber will c6nsist~of verifi-.
cation that the force that initiates free movement of the snubber in either
tension or compression is les~ than the maximum breakaway friction force .
.The remain.Ing portions of the functional test c6hsisting of verification that
the activation (r~straining action) is .achieved within the specified range of
acceleration in b6th .tension and compression will not be done~ This is due to
the lack of competitive marketable test equipment available for Station use.
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When a snubber is found inoperable, a review shall be performed to
determine the snubber mode of failure. Results of the review shall be used
to determine if a~ engineering evaluation of the safety-related system or
component is necessa·ry. The engineering evaluation shall determine whether
or not the shubber mode of failure has imparted a sigriificant effect or
degradation on the support component or system.
Observed failures of these sample snubbers s~all require functional
testing of additional units.
Hydraulic snubbers and mechanical snubbers may each be treated as a
different entity for the above surveillance programs.
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